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100 Australian female photographers unite for powerful celebration 

of equality in the arts for International Women’s Day 
 

One hundred inspiring female photographic artists from across Australia, aged between 10 and 90, will 

use the power of photography to unite for International Women’s Day 2019. 

 

The Loud and Luminous project celebrates and recognises the important contributions of contemporary 
women photographers in Australia.  
 
The project is the brainchild of award-winning photographers, Hilary Wardhaugh, from Canberra, and 
Melissa Anderson, from Brisbane.  
 
“We have both worked in the industry for over 25 years and during that time we’ve see little progress 
for female photographic artists,” project co-curator Ms Wardhaugh said. 
 
“Loud and Luminous is designed to empower girls and women to pursue creative careers and it is 
strongly focused on gender equality in the arts. 
 
“We firmly believe women need to work together to change the future and to ensure all of our stories 
are being told,” she said. 
 
In 2019, the project is a collective collaboration of 100 diverse Australian women photographers based 
on the theme of power. It includes the following key activities: 

 
● A full-day symposium at Australian National University, Canberra on International Women’s 

Day, Friday 8 March 

● Book presentation to the National Library of Australia, Friday 8 March  
● Multimedia presentations, online from March-May 

● Print exhibition and 2019 book launch Sydney, 10 April -  5 May (Contact Sheet Gallery). 
 
Project co-curator Melissa Anderson said one of the main aims of Loud and Luminous is to bring female 
artists together for an inclusive discussion that celebrates diversity and promotes cultural change.  
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“Some of the stories told in the 2019 exhibition address important social issues, and often ‘silent stories’ 
that many women are afraid to share,” Ms Anderson said. 
 

“While this is an Australian initiative, it has the potential to extend internationally in its message and 
appeal on gender equality and empowerment,” she said. 
 

Loud and Luminous is appreciative of the generous support they have received from Fujifilm Australia, 

Kayell Australia, Momento Pro, Damian Canigilia Photographer, Print2Metal, and Contact Sheet Gallery. 

 

 

 

Loud and Luminous Symposium 

Friday 8 March 2019, Australian National University 

 

An amazing line up of speakers will be presenting at the Loud and Luminous Symposium at Australian 

National University in Canberra on International Women’s Day, Friday 8 March. 

 

The book from Loud and Luminous 2018 will also be presented to the National Library of Australia at the 

event. 

 

Speakers include a cross section of photographers, artists, curators, gallerists, educators, photo editors, 

mentors, festival organisers and photojournalists.  

 

It will also feature a trade presentation from the sponsors of the event. 

 

The speaker line-up includes: Mags King, Anne O’Heir, Michael Reid, Professor Denise Ferris, Carly Earl, 

Cassie Trotter, Moshe Rosenzveig, Dr Judith Crispin, Juno Gemes, Jeff Moorfoot, and Sandy Edwards. 

 

Tickets range from $10 - $100, and proceeds go to support five selected artists to collaborate with 

Canberra’s PhotoAccess Huw Davies Gallery in 2020. 

 

Empowering artist videos will be released in the lead up to the event. They can be accessed via the 

website: www.loudandluminous.com.au or on social media and youtube channels. 

 

For further information about Loud and Luminous 2019 please contact loudandluminous@gmail.com or 

phone Melissa Anderson (0413529242) or Hilary Wardhaugh (0418 255 416). 
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About Loud and Luminous 

At its core, the Loud and Luminous project is all about gender equality in the photographic arts and 
industry. 

 
It is designed to be a celebration of the important contributions the stories female artists bring to 
Australian culture but it is also about their ongoing battle to be heard—and recognised—in a 
traditionally male dominated industry. 

 
If the general public were asked to list influential and iconic Australian photographers from the last 100 
years, the list would include very few female photographers. Loud and Luminous aims to reverse this. 

 
Overwhelmingly men have written history, men have made art, galleries have collected art made by 
men, and until recently photographers were mostly male. The digital revolution has enabled many more 
people to create imagery. More women now graduate from vocational courses and art school than their 
male counterparts, and yet are still less likely to be represented. 

 
In a proactive first step to address this issue, Loud and Luminous showcases the works of 100 Australian 
female photographers to create a new cultural story in Australia that puts women in the spotlight, both 
in front and behind the camera. 

 
The idea for the project came about on a road trip in regional Victoria in late 2017. It started as a 
conversation between two of Australia’s leading female photographers, Hilary Wardhaugh and Melissa 
Anderson, about the frustrations many women face working in the arts. 

 
The pair decided to set something up that was positive, and brought women together for a collective 
cause. The idea quickly evolved in to an event in Melbourne with 56 emerging, mid-career and 
influential Australian women photographic artists by photographing a universal women's symbol in their 
finished work for International Women’s Day 2018. 

 
One year on, the project has doubled in size with the 2019 exhibition including 100 contributors—and 
many more supporters. 

 
The project is designed to empower girls and women to chase in their dreams, be creative, share stories 
and address social issues through art. 

 
The organisers passionately believe it is essential for women to contribute and tell their stories to shape 
their own future. They hope Loud and Luminous will help educate and inspire women of all ages, and 
build stronger communities. 

 
Sponsors 

● 2018 - Fujifilm Australia, Kayell Australia, Momento Pro, Victorian Women’s Trust, Creative 
Women’s Circle and Damian Caniglia Photography and Video.  

● 2019 - Fujifilm Australia, Kayell Australia, Momento Pro and Damian Caniglia 
Photography/Video, Print2Metal, Contact Sheet Gallery. 
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Loud and Luminous curators 

 

Melissa Anderson 

Melissa Anderson is a Brisbane based, fourth 
generation photographer with over twenty-five years 
of experience. She is highly awarded and exhibited,  
and her work is held within public and private 
collections.  
 
In 2018 Melissa was recognised by the Redlands City 
for her cultural contributions through photography 
with an Australia Day Cultural Award. 
 
Melissa believes in changing the world one image at 
time. She regularly volunteers her time for social 
documentary projects, and speaks internationally for 
industry, women’s, art, photography, youth  and 
education organisations.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hilary Wardhaugh 

Hilary Wardhaugh is a people photographer based in 
Queanbeyan, New South Wales. 
 
For more than two decades her work has evolved 
from wedding and portrait photography to corporate 
and political events and editorial work.  
 
Her first solo exhibition was in 1997 and she 
continues to explore and exhibit many concepts 
close to her heart.  
 
Hilary is a volunteer and is passionate about 
community and mentoring. 
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International Women’s Day speakers list  

Loud and Luminous Conference - Australian National University, Friday 8 March 2019 

 

Speaker 

 

Bio 

Judith Crispin Judith Crispin is an artist and poet, living in the great dividing range in rural NSW. 
Her visual arts practice, which began in fine art photography, is centred around 
lumachrome glass printing, a technique she has developed herself using 
elements of lumen printing, chemigram and cliche verre. Judith has published a 
collection of poetry, The Myrrh-Bearers (Sydney: Puncher & Wattmann, 2015), 
and a book of images and poems made while living with the Warlpiri, The Lumen 
Seed (New York: Daylight Books, 2017). A new photography book, currently in 
progress, will be published with Daylight Books in 2020. Since 2011, Judith has 
spent part of each year living and working with Warlpiri people in the Tanami 
desert. Her work is characterised by themes of displacement and identity loss, a 
reflection on her own ancestry as a Bpangerang woman, but primarily Judith 
explores the concept of connection with Country - what a shared language with 
country might look like. 

Carly Earl Carly Earl is an award-winning photojournalist who joined Guardian Australia 
early in 2018  after seven years at News Corp as a photographer and picture 
editor. Her role has evolved quickly: she is an editor, photographer and 
producer, working with the best photojournalists in the country as well as being 
on the road capturing images of her own. Carly's photography has accompanied 
most of the Guardian's biggest stories this year, projects covering every genre 
including environmental protection, Indigenous affairs, healthcare and women’s 
rights. Her passion is connecting the audience to the real people behind the 
stories. 

Sandy Edwards Sandy Edwards is the founder of ARTHERE an organisation that provides services 
(consultation, mentoring, venue securing and exhibition production) to 
photographers to have exhibitions in Sydney and throughout Australia. As a 
curator she has a long history of supporting documentary photography in 
Australia and has judged many photography prizes and opened many 
exhibitions. Sandy is also well known as a photographer. From 1977 until 1991 
when she joined Stills Gallery she worked as a photographer specialising in 
portraiture and the arts. Her areas of special interest have always been women’s 
issues and Indigenous issues. Her work is widely published and collected in 
various institutions including the National Gallery of Australia and the Art Gallery 
of NSW. 

Prof Denise Ferris 
 

Professor Denise Ferris is a visual artist and an educator, her photographs are in 
Australian public collections including the National Gallery, National Library of 
Australia, the ACT Legislative Assembly Art Collection and Canberra Museum and 
Gallery, as well as international collections, the District Six Museum, Cape Town; 
Haldenstein, Switzerland and Nara City, Japan. 
Her art practice and research is generated from intimate and life experience, and 
examines broader social politics. Currently her work focuses on an archive of 
landscape photographs, which have been made over a decade in the Australian 
Snowy Mountains - near her home and also while cross-country skiing in Europe. 
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These photographs of sublime snowy landscapes in areas of human intervention, 
like ski resorts, are focused on the necessity of emotional and political responses 
to environmental change and the aesthetics of places despite human use. 

Juno Gemes 
 

Juno Gemes is one of Australia’s respected contemporary social justice and 
literary photographers. In images  and words she has spent 40 years reflecting 
the changing social landscape of Australia, in particular, the lives and struggles of 
Aboriginal Australians, a process that culminated in her being one of the ten 
photographers invited to document the National Apology in Canberra in 2008. 
  
Juno Gemes solo exhibition " Proof Portraits from the Movement " 2003 at The 
National Portrait  Gallery then toured the country for five years and was shown 
at The Kluge Rhue Museum at the University of Virginia  USA. Her first solo 
exhibition "We Wait No More" was exhibited at The Manuka Gallery Canberra 
1981. Her work is extensively exhibited and published in Australia , UK ,USA . 
She  has mentored quietly and curated occasionally including Picturing 
Compassion exhibition . She gave the Kresiten Peterson Guest Lecture on 
Photography at University of St Louis 2015  and was Co Director of Paper Bark 
Press 1987-2010. 

Mags King Mags King is the managing photo editor at The Sydney Morning Herald, Sun 
Herald and Financial Review. She is responsible for leading a successful team of 
photojournalists. With twenty years of experience, she has overseen and 
directed coverage of major news events locally and internationally. She has 
curated and produced high profile annual photo exhibitions and has been 
photographic judge for the Walkley Awards, Amnesty International, Indian 
Photographic Festival, SEPA and is on the Walkley advisory board. 

Jeff Moorfoot Jeff Moorfoot OAM, BA photog RMIT, AIPP L, FAIPP, HLM, M. Photog V is a 
former advertising photographer, former educator, former festival director, 
online magazine editor and independent curator with a bunch of letters after his 
name. He is the founder of the ‘free radicals’, co-organiser of the ‘Homeless 
Gallery / Galeria Bezdomna’ in Australia. He is a former Vice President of the 
Victorian Division of the AIPP, and founder of the Ballarat International Foto 
Biennale [formerly the Daylesford Foto Biennale]. He is on the advisory board of 
the Lucie Foundation, a Critical Mass Pre Screener, and sought after judge and 
portfolio reviewer. In 2017 he was awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia 
[OAM] in the Queen’s Birthday Honours for his contribution to the visual arts, 
specifically photography. 

Anne O’Hehir Anne O’Hehir is Curator of Photography at the National Gallery Of Australia. She 
has curated numerous exhibitions and contributed to a number of publications 
during her tenure. Exhibitions include: Diane Arbus: American portraits, Carol 
Jerrems: photographic artists (2012, travelling 2012); In the Spotlight: Anton 
Bruehl photographs 1920-1950 (2010); VIP: very important photographs from 
European, American and Australian photography collection 1840-1940 (2007); 
Surface Beauty: photographic reflections on glass and china (2005); Colour + 
Concept: International colour photography and Jump; photographers get off the 
ground in the Children’s gallery. 
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Helen Pitt  Helen Pitt is a Walkley Award winning Sydney Morning Herald journalist who has 
worked as the opinion and letters editor at newspaper where she began her 
career in 1986. She has worked as a writer for The Bulletin magazine, in 
California for New York Times Digital, and as a television reporter at Euronews in 
France. In 1992 she was selected to take part in the Journalists in Europe 
program in Paris.  

Michael Reid  Michael Reid owns and operates Michael Reid Galleries Sydney, Berlin and 
Murrurundi in the Upper Hunter, New South Wales. He is a leading art dealer in 
contemporary Australian photography in the country. 
In 2016 he received an Order of Australia in 2016 for services to the arts. 

Moshe Rosenzveig 
 

Moshe Rosenzveig OAM is the founder and Creative Director of Head On Photo 
Festival, Australia’s premier photographic event and a world’s leading 
photography festival. Moshe has over 40 years experience in the media as a 
photojournalist, award-winning television producer/director (SBS TV) and 
commercial photographer. He has held lecturing positions at the University of 
Technology (UTS), the Australian Film, Television and Radio School (AFTRS) and 
others. Moshe has sat on judging panels for many competitions including The 
Walkleys, Tokyo Photography Prize, Sydney’s Art & About and is the lead judge 
for Head On Photo Awards. Moshe received an Order of Australia Medal in 2018 
for services to the arts. 

Cassie Trotter 
 

Cassie has over 15 years of experience in media industry across radio, television 
and photography.  As the Director of Editorial for Getty Images Asia Pacific, 
Cassie works with a diverse team of editors and photographers to deliver high-
quality news, sport, and entertainment imagery to its global media 
subscribers.  A native Canadian, Cassie moved to Sydney in 2010 after working in 
Press Operations and Photography for the Olympic Organising in Committee in 
Vancouver. Prior to that she worked in earned television and radio media for 
political campaigns in the United States including the 2008 Obama Campaign, 
Hillary Clinton and John Kerry’s campaigns and for the 2004 and 2008 
Democratic National Conventions. Cassie is a graduate of Howard University in 
Washington DC and holds a degree in Journalism. 
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